
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TELECOM EMPOILES BSNL
' ( Regd No 4906)
TELAI{GNA CIRCLE

Telecom. House' Barkatpura Hyderab ad-27

Dated:Ll-8-2017

To
Director (HR)
Corporate 0ffice
BSNL, New Delhi
(Camp at Hyderabad)

Respected Madam

Sub: Submission of Memorandum-reg.

We, wholeheartedly welcomes you to newly formed Teangana Circle and we have strong belief
upon your dynamic leadership, which lvill inspire us to work hard for strengthning the mighfy
organisation BSNL. Your tireless efforts to bring 3rd PRC to BSNL employees will give relief to
entire BSNL families, who are rvaiting eagerly to get 3rd PRC from 1-1-20i7. Madamji, we are all
having full faith on your leadership in succeeding the PRC.

2. In Telangna Circle, our beloved CGM was taking atmost care in organising'melas' in every
SSA to popularise our schemes. Our CGM is encouraging field staff to improve marketing in nook
and corner of the state. But, the field staff are frequently questioned by subscribers are (i) Supply
of 4 G sims. (ii) Problems with poor connectivity in rural areas. (iii) Frequently altering the
popularised schemes causing much difficulties in the field area subscribers as lwell as marketing
staff. Kindly bestow your personal attention in the said issues.

3l Request for Group rBr status to Sr. Accountants and implementation of Lucknorv CAT
Judgement. Our All India Union have already brought the issue to your kind notice for
settelement. We learnt that the issue is pending in DOT for issue of revised Presidential order.
We request you to kindly resolve the issue by using your good offices with DOT in the matter.

4. Request to fill up \JAO vacancies with qualified officials after revierv of JAO results. In the
then A.P. Circle 166 officials were qualified after review of JAO results, against 153 vacancies. A
few officials appeared for JAO/JTO both the examinations in the last year. After completion of
training in the JAO, they switched over to JTO cadre. So, vacancies are caused in JAO cadre in the
Circle. We humbly request you to kindly do justice by providing an opporunify to the quaified
candidates in JAO cadre in the resultant vacancies as a consequence of switching over of the
candidates from JAO to JTO.

Yours faithfulol

,A\,=
/A.RAJAMOULV
Circle Secretary

Thanking you,


